Purpose: NYU 05-181 protocol compared the CT simulation in both supine and prone positions for 400 patients with breast cancer ͑200 left-breast and 200 right-breast͒ to identify which setup is better at sparing heart and lung involvement in the treatment process. The results demonstrated that all right-breast patients benefited from the prone treatment position, while for left-breast patients, 85% were better treated prone and 15% were better treated supine. Using the clinical data collected from this protocol, the authors aimed at developing an automated tool capable of identifying which of the left-breast cancer patients are better treated supine without obtaining a second CT scan in the supine position. Methods: Prone CT scans from 198 of the 200 left-breast cancer patients enrolled in NYU 05-181 protocol were deidentified and exported to a dedicated research planning workstation. Threedimensional geometric features of the organs at risk and tumor bed were extracted. A two-stage classifier was used to classify patients into the prone class or the supine class. In the first stage, the authors use simple thresholding to divide the patients into two groups based on their in-field heart volume. For patients with in-field heart volume Յ0.1 cc, the prone position was chosen as the preferred treatment position. Patients with in-field heart volume Ͼ0.1 cc will be further classified in the second stage by a weighted support vector machine ͑SVM͒. The weight parameters of the SVM were adjusted to maximize the specificity ͓true-supine/ ͑true-supine+ false-prone͔͒ at the cost of lowering but still maintaining reasonable sensitivity ͓true-prone/ ͑true-prone+ false-supine͔͒. The authors used K-fold cross validations to test the performance of the SVM classifier. A feature selection algorithm was also used to identify features that give the best classification performance. Results: After the first stage, 49 of the 198 left-breast cancer patients were found to have Ͼ0.1 cc of in-field heart volume. The three geometric features of heart orientation, distance between heart and tumor, and in-field lung were selected by the feature selection algorithm in the second stage of the two-stage classifier to give the best predefined weighted accuracy. The overall sensitivity and specificity of the proposed method were found to be 90.4% and 99.3%, respectively. Using twostage classification, the authors reduced the proportion of prone-treated patients that need a second supine CT scan down to 16.3/170 or 9.6%, as compared to 21/170 or 12.4% when the authors use only the first stage ͑thresholding͒ for classification.
I. INTRODUCTION
Radiotherapy is an effective treatment for breast cancers 1, 2 but also brings with it significant late complications.
3-7 Many techniques have been suggested to minimize treatment complications for breast radiotherapy, including patient setup in different ͑i.e., supine 2,8,9 vs prone 10-13 ͒ positions and radiation delivery using different beam modifications ͑e.g., static vs intensity modulated beams [14] [15] [16] [17] ͒. At present, there is no general agreement on what is the best treatment strategy. 3, 18 Ideally, breast cancer radiotherapy should adequately target the breast with minimal inclusion of the heart and lung in the treatment field. Evidence is emerging that for most patients, the prone position for planning and treatment can best achieve this goal. 10, 13 However, until now, it has been impossible to determine whether the prone position can be generalized to all breast cancer patients. NYU 05-181 is a prospective trial of 400 patients, 200 with right-sided breast cancer and 200 with left-sided breast cancer, aimed to understand the determinants of an optimal setup. The enrolled patients provided an informed consent to undergo CT simulation and planning in both the supine and prone positions. For leftbreast cancer patients, the treatment position that results in minimal inclusion of heart and lung volume is selected. For right-breast cancer patients, the treatment position that results in minimal inclusion of lung volume is selected. In-field volumes for those two organs were measured using the treatment planning system in the two positions. 19, 20 The results of this trial have been reported elsewhere and they demonstrated that for the left-breast cancer patients, the prone position was optimal in sparing in-field heart and lung volume in 85% ͑170/200͒ of the patients; for the right-breast cancer patients, the prone position was optimal in sparing lung volume in all patients. 21 No obvious way exists to determine a priori the 15% of patients with left-breast cancers who will benefit from supine treatment. Performing two CT scans, one in supine and one in prone position, is undesirable as it results in extra dose exposure to the patient. [22] [23] [24] In addition, there are cost concerns related to the second CT simulation and treatment planning. The goal of this study is to identify distinguishable features and to design a feature classifier that could be used to determine the preferred treatment position based on the prone CT scan, so that a second supine CT scan can be avoided in most patients.
A two-stage classifier was used in our design. In the first stage, we used simple thresholding to divide the patients into two groups based on their in-field heart volume. For patients with in-field heart volume Յ0.1 cc, the prone position was chosen as the preferred treatment position. Patients with infield heart volume Ͼ0.1 cc were further classified in the second stage by a weighted support vector machine ͑SVM͒. A feature selection algorithm was used to identify the feature subset that gives the best classification performance. To evaluate performance, the prediction results as obtained by the classifier were compared to the ground truth results that we have available for these trial patients.
II. METHODS AND MATERIALS

II.A. Patient data
The patient data used in this study consists of left-breast cancer patients enrolled in the IRB-approved NYU 05-181 clinical protocol. In this protocol, each patient received CT simulation in prone and supine positions and was planned for accelerated breast IMRT with concomitant boost for both positions. The plan that best covered the breast tissue and minimized the heart volume in the treatment field was chosen as the treatment plan. If the heart volume was the same in both positions, lung involvement in the treatment field was compared. Quantifiable measures of in-field heart and lung volumes could be quickly and efficiently obtained without having had to compare two dosimetric plans on all patients. Since it was observed for the first few patients that in-field heart and lung volumes are closely correlated with heart and lung doses, a decision was made in the early stage of this protocol that the single feature of in-field heart volume would be used for evaluating the merits of the two positions. Treatment planning data of the left-breast cancer patients were deidentified and exported in DICOM RT format. An in-house software was developed to read the manually delineated contour information of planning target volume and critical organs from the exported DICOM RT files. Of the 200 left-breast cancer patients enrolled in the clinical trial, 28 were identified by physicians to be better treated in the supine position, 170 were identified by physicians to be better treated in the prone position, and two were identified to be equally good in the two positions. We excluded the two patients that are equally good in the two positions and used the remaining 198 patients in the training and testing of our classifier. The treatment position that physicians have chosen is regarded as the ground truth and the patient data are labeled as either supine-treated or prone-treated. Throughout this paper, we will use the terms supine-treated or pronetreated to refer to the preferred treatment position as determined by the physicians. A two-stage classifier was used to classify patients into one of the treatment groups using anatomic features computed from their prone CT scans, without using delineation from their supine CT scans.
II.B. Two-stage classifier
In an attempt to predict which patients should be better treated prone and thereby avoid a second CT scan in the supine position, a two-stage classifier was designed to classify patients based on the features computed from the prone CT scans. The flowchart of the two-stage classification process is shown in Fig. 1 . In the first stage, a single feature of in-field heart volume is used and V th is a threshold volume to accommodate for the uncertainties in the in-field volume calculation that are due to contouring and quantization errors. Patients with no heart involvement ͑in-field heart volume ϽV th ͒ in the actual geometric treatment field are classified as "prone" class and treated in the prone position. It is expected that these patients have a larger ͑or at least equivalent͒ heart involvement in the supine position. Patients with positive in-field heart volume ͑in-field heart volume ϾV th ͒ are further classified in the second stage using a SVM and by using additional features. After applying the SVM in the second stage, an additional subset of patients are classified into the prone class despite the positive heart involvement, while the remaining patients are classified into the supine class. The latter group of supine-classified patients will undergo an additional CT scan in the supine position and the physicians then determine the final treatment position for this group of patients by comparing the treatment plans obtained from the prone and supine positions. The same criterion as in Ref. 21 based on the inclusion of the heart and lung volumes in the treatment field is used to determine which treatment plan is better. The threshold volume ͑V th in Fig. 1͒ for defining positive in-field heart involvement was chosen to be 0.1 cc in this study.
II.C. Feature analysis
In NYU 05-181, a significant shape deformation of the heart, lung, and breast was observed when the patient was moved from the prone position to the supine position. This deformation results in a changing amount of critical organ inclusion in the radiation fields. Minimizing the amount of heart and lung inclusion in the treatment field is the major criterion for evaluating the merit of a treatment position. Our goal here is to determine a set of geometric features for predicting the preferred treatment position. This set of features is extracted from the prone CT scan of a patient. We selected 12 geometric features based on our observations and analysis of the location and shape of the lung, heart, and tumor bed in the two treatment positions.
II.C.1. Volumes of breast, heart, and tumor
Volumes of the breast, heart, and tumor were computed and used as three separate features. Breast volume was selected because it has long been used as an indicator in clinical practice.
14 Based on clinical evidence, it was believed that the prone position is the preferred treatment position for patients with large breasts.
14 However, our study showed that breast volume by itself failed to reliably predict the optimal position, particularly for patients with smaller breast size. 21 Heart volume was selected as a feature because for the same heart location, bigger hearts would be closer to the chest wall in the supine position and they are more likely to be irradiated. In the prone position, the heart falls closer to the chest wall regardless of its size. Volume of tumor was included as a feature since its influence on treatment planning may be different for the prone and supine positions.
II.C.2. Second order moment of the heart
Second order moment of the heart is defined as
where x i represents the ith voxel in the 3-D image representation of the CT scan, C is the centroid of the heart, and N is the total number of voxels. The centroid of the heart is the mean position of all voxels that lie inside the 3-D surface of the heart
The second order moment describes the shape of heart. For the heart with the same volume, a larger value indicates that the heart has a more elongated shape, while a lower value indicates that the heart has a more spherical shape. Although the elongation can be in any direction, elongation in the right-to-left direction occurs most frequently for patients enrolled in this study. Due to the lateral movement of the breast in the supine position, tangent beams cut deeper into the left side of the lung than in the prone position and they are more likely to hit an elongated heart.
II.C.3. Heart orientation about the right-to-left axis
Heart orientation was selected as a feature because a certain orientation places the heart more ventrally toward the chest wall and, as a result, the heart is more likely to get irradiated in the prone position. Heart orientation is defined as the direction of the line that best fits ͑in terms of minimizing the least-squared-errors͒ all voxels inside the heart surface in 3-D. Using a simple method proposed by Kanh, 25 this line can be computed by solving the following eigenvalue equation: 
XXЈ␣ = ␣,
where X is a 3ϫ n matrix consisting of the 3-D coordinates of all n data points inside the heart volume, is the eigenvalue, and ␣ is a 3ϫ 1 eigenvector. The solution contains three eigenvalues and their corresponding eigenvectors. Normalizing the eigenvector for the largest eigenvalue yields the direction cosines of the fitted line. The direction cosine for the right-to-left direction gives the orientation of heart about the right-to-left axis.
II.C.4. Distance between heart and tumor bed and distance between heart and breast
The distance between heart and tumor bed is defined as the minimal distance between the 3-D surfaces for these two organs ͑Fig. 2͒. The distance between heart and breast is similarly defined. All distances were automatically computed using an in-house software program. The program finds the nearest surface points between two organs. These two distance features were selected because a demonstrable cardiac shift was observed in patients positioned prone 18 and in some cases, this shift compromises optimal heart sparing. Figure 3 illustrates the laterality of the heart, defined as the distance between the centroid of the heart and the centroid of the chest measured along the right-to-left direction. The laterality of the tumor bed is similarly defined between the centroid of the tumor bed and the centroid of the chest. Computation of the centroid of the heart was described earlier. Centroids for the chest and tumor bed can be similarly computed. The laterality of the heart was chosen as a feature because the further away the heart is from the centroid of the chest, the more likely it will be hit by the tangent beams in the supine position. Note that anterior-to-posterior and superior-to-inferior distances were not selected as features because no significant differences in the values were observed between the prone-treated and supine-treated patients.
II.C.5. Laterality of the heart and tumor
II.C.6. Ratio of heart volume to ipsilateral lung volume
This feature was chosen to normalize the heart volume relative to the lung volume. It addresses the concern that the heart volume might not be an effective feature when both heart and lung volumes are large.
II.C.7. In-field heart and in-field lung
As shown in Fig. 4 , these two features were calculated based on the lung and heart involvements in the treatment field. 
II.D. SVM classifier
As will be shown in Sec. III, individual features, when used separately, provide some discrimination power but they are insufficient for separating the prone and supine classes of treatment positions. However, these features can be combined to form a multidimensional feature vector and used jointly to improve the classification accuracy. We use a SVM to classify the feature vectors in the multidimensional feature space. The SVM was first proposed by Vapnik 26, 27 and it is a widely used classifier with excellent generalization ability. It is a linear classifier working in the high dimensional feature space formed by a nonlinear mapping of the k-dimensional input feature vector x into a p-dimensional feature space ͑p Ͼ k͒ through a mapping function ͑x͒.
As shown in Fig. 5 , each data point after mapping ͑x͒ is a p-dimensional vector and the goal is to find a p − 1 dimensional hyperplane g͑͑x͒͒ = w T ͑x͒ + b = 0 to classify the data points into two classes ͑prone and supine͒ with maximum margin= 1 / ʈwʈ between the hyperplane and the nearest points ͑the "support" vectors͒ of each class. Let y i be the class label for data point x i : y i =1 if x i is in the prone class and y i =−1 if x i is in the supine class. Determination of the hyperplane can be formulated as an optimization problem. We seek to find w that will minimize w T w, subject to the constraints y i ͑w
where N is the total number of data points.
In order to extend SVM to nonlinearly separable cases, a soft margin was used: 
where C is a parameter for balancing errors and generalization capability in the SVM. The problem can be transformed into the following dual problem by introducing Lagrange
Once the hyperplane is determined, we can classify an input vector x by computing g͑͑x͒͒ = w
If g͑͑x͒͒ Ͼ 0, x is classified to prone class. If g͑͑x͒͒ Ͻ 0, x is classified to supine class.
II.E. Performance evaluation
We formed a confusion matrix to evaluate the performance of the SVM ͑see Fig. 6͒ . The prone classification is defined as positive outcome and the supine classification defined as negative outcome. There are four classification outcomes in the table: ͑1͒ True positive ͑TP͒ indicating pronetreated patients classified as prone, ͑2͒ false negative ͑FN͒ indicating prone-treated patients classified as supine, ͑3͒ true negative ͑TN͒ indicating supine-treated patients classified as supine and ͑4͒ false positive ͑FP͒ indicating supine-treated patients classified as prone. Once these four outcomes are determined, sensitivity= TP/ ͑TP+ FN͒ and specificity =TN/ ͑TN+ FP͒ can be calculated from the confusion matrix.
Higher sensitivity and higher specificity imply better performance. However, increasing sensitivity may decrease the specificity, and vice versa. Since patients classified into the supine class by the SVM will undergo another CT scan in the supine position for treatment simulation and planning, the misclassification of prone-treated patients as supine will be corrected when physicians examine the supine CT scan ͑see Fig. 1͒ . On the other hand, patients misclassified as prone will be treated in the prone position without another CT scan. Therefore, the optimization goal is to maximize the specificity while keeping the sensitivity reasonably high. 
II.F. Weighted SVM classifier
As discussed above, our goal is to maximize the specificity while keeping the sensitivity reasonably high. A weighted SVM method was proposed to deal with the unequal class size of the training data by setting the ratio of the penalty factors for the two classes to equal to the inverse of the ratio of the class sizes. 28 As can be shown below, a weighted SVM can also be used to adjust the sensitivity and specificity of the classifier. Weighted SVM can be implemented by solving the following optimization problem: where prone and supine are the weights for the prone and supine slack variables, respectively. To increase the specificity, we can adjust the weights for the prone and supine slack variables. A higher weight for supine indicates that the misclassification of supine-treated patients will be penalized more so that the false positive rate ͑supine-treated misclassified as prone͒ will be reduced. This will move the hyperplane ͑Fig. 5͒ closer to the prone side.
II.G. Testing of the SVM classifier
Due to the limited number of patients ͑21 prone-treated and 28 supine-treated͒ left for training and testing the SVM classifier in the second stage, K-fold cross validation was used to test the performance of the SVM classifier as well as to find the optimal parameter values for ␥ and C of the classifier. K-fold cross validation is a widely accepted technique to verify the generalization capability of a classifier 29 for small training data size. In this method, the original data set is randomly partitioned into K subsets. A single subset is retained as testing data, while the remaining K − 1 subsets are used as training data. This process is repeated K times and the results are combined to produce a single estimation of the classification errors. In our experiments, a value of K = 5 was used. For better accuracy, we also performed multiple rounds of cross validations using different random partitions. The computed sensitivity and specificity were then averaged over the different rounds.
II.H. Feature selection method
From the full set of features we have identified in Sec. II C, the forward feature selection procedure 30 was used to select a feature subset that will give the best classification performance in the second stage. Starting from a null feature set, this method iteratively selects and recruits the new feature that has the best combined classification performance with the features already in the feature set. The criterion we used for evaluating the best classification performance was weighted accuracy, defined as weighted accuracy = f sensitivity ϫ sensitivity + f specificity ϫ specificity, ͑4͒
where f sensitivity and f specificity are user-selected weight parameters that reflect the relative importance of sensitivity and specificity.
III. RESULTS
III.A. First stage classification process
In the first stage of the two-stage classification process, the single feature of in-field heart volume was used to classify the 198-patient data set, consisting of 28 supine-treated patients and 170 prone-treated patients. Patients with Յ0.1 cc in-field heart ͑149 patients͒ were placed in the first group and they were classified into the prone class and patients with Ͼ0.1 cc in-field heart ͑49 patients͒ were placed in the second group and they were further classified by the SVM in the second stage. Of the 49 patients in the second group, 28 were supine-treated patients and 21 were pronetreated patients. The second group therefore contained 28/28 or 100% of the supine-treated patients and 21/170 or 12.4% of the prone-treated patients in the 198-patient data set.
III.B. Feature analysis based on p-value
In this section, we present the analysis on the discrimination power of the features when they are used separately in a single-feature classifier. We used data from the 49 patients classified into the second group above and computed the mean and standard deviation of the feature values for the prone-treated class and the supine-treated class ͑see Table I .͒ The p-value for testing the statistical significance in the difference of the mean values for the two classes was also computed. A p-value less than 0.05 indicates that the mean difference is statistically significant. As shown in Table I , only four features-breast volume, the ratio of heart to ipsilateral lung volume, in-field heart, and in-field lung-have statistically significant difference in their mean values.
III.C. Weighted SVM classifier
Weighted SVM using all 12 features were tested with different weight ratios ͑ supine / prone ͒ ranging from 1 to 50. Figure 7 shows plots of sensitivities and specificities vs the ratio supine / prone . As supine / prone increases, the specificity increases and the sensitivity decreases initially and then plateaus except for some statistical fluctuations. The plateau sensitivity is only slightly above 55% and the specificity is over 76%. Although the specificity of the weighted SVM ͑ supine / prone Ͼ 1͒ improved compared to standard nonweighted SVM ͑ supine / prone =1͒, it is still on the lower side of our expectation. Therefore, a feature selection procedure was applied to further improve the performance. The results are presented in Sec. III D.
III.D. Feature selection for the SVM classifier
We applied the feature selection procedure described in Sec. II H to the 49-patient data set. Table II shows the sensitivity and specificity of the SVM classifier for different feature subsets, selected with different values of f sensitivity and f specificity in Eq. ͑4͒ and with a supine / prone weight ratio of 3/1. Details of weights selection are discussed in Sec. IV below. For practical use of the results in Table II , f sensitivity and f specificity should be chosen based on the desired tradeoff between sensitivity and specificity. Figure 8 shows plots of sensitivity, specificity, and weighted accuracy vs number of features ͑as we added features in the forward feature selection procedure͒ for f sensitivity / f specificity = 1 4 . It can be seen that the feature subset with the three features heart orientation, distance between heart and tumor, and in-field lung gives the best results: A sensitivity of 22.6% and a specificity of 99.3%, with a weighted accuracy ͑defined in Sec. II H͒ of 84.0% in the second stage. Table III shows the confusion matrix for the SVM with the three-feature subset when applied to the 49-patient data set. This three-feature subset performs better than using all 12 features in terms of weighted accuracy. Table IV shows the overall confusion matrix when we combine stages 1 and 2 of the classifier, with the threefeature subset in the second stage and the feature of in-field heart in the first stage. The overall sensitivity and overall specificity, as computed from Table IV, are 90.4% and 99.3%, respectively. If we only use the first stage ͑with infield heart as a feature͒ in the classification process, the sensitivity is 149/170 or 87.6% and the specificity is 28/28 or 100%.
III.E. Classification Results Comparison
We used different feature subsets for the second stage SVM classifier and compared their performance. We used all the 12 features as single features, the two-feature subset of breast volume and distance between heart and tumor, and the three-feature subset of heart orientation, distance between heart and tumor, and in-field lung as selected by the forward selection procedure. The two-feature subset of breast volume and distance between heart and tumor was selected because the individual features were considered to be significant fea- tures in previous studies. 14, 31 It is widely believed that breast volume is an important indicator for optimal treatment position 14 but our results did not support this conclusion. 21 Heart location relative to the tumor has also been used to evaluate the merit of treatment positions. For example, Chino et al. 31 claimed that prone treatment position may not be the preferred treatment position for patients with tumor located in the deep breast. Our experience, however, proved otherwise. 18 Figure 9͑a͒ shows the sensitivity and specificity in the second stage using different feature subsets. The threefeature subset identified by the forward selection procedure has remarkably higher sensitivity than individual features and the two-feature subset. The almost zero sensitivity shows very low classification power of individual features. Figure  9͑b͒ shows the overall sensitivity and specificity of the feature subsets when combining the two stages.
IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
As shown in Fig. 9͑a͒ , although the difference in the means of several features between the prone-treated and supine-treated classes is statistically significant, classification using individual features shows low performance when compared to the results of combining multiple features. However, as shown in the leftmost points of Fig. 7 , the standard ͑non-weighted with supine / prone =1͒ SVM using all 12 features also failed to give high specificity ͑74%͒. A weighted SVM approach was used to improve the specificity. By adjusting the weight ratio ͑ supine / prone ͒ in Eq. ͑3͒, we found that the ratio ͑ supine / prone =3͒ gives the best result in producing high specificity with reasonable sensitivity. The choice of the optimal weight ratio is not a trivial problem since it depends on the number of features used. The fewer the number of features used, the more sensitive are the parameters sensitivity and specificity to different weights values. In our method, the weights are fixed beforehand and the feature selection algorithm then selects the feature subset that gives the best classification results. The results for the 12-feature case as shown in Fig. 7 show that sensitivity and specificity do not change much for supine / prone Ͼ 3 except for statistical fluctuations. Since only a subset of the 12 features will be selected by the feature selection procedure, a weight ratio that is too large may lead to a highly polarized result ͑very high specificity but almost zero sensitivity͒ that is undesirable. After some experiments, a weight ratio of supine / prone = 3 was chosen, which gave high specificity and reasonable sensitivity for a three features subset selected by the forward selection procedure.
As pointed out by Janecek et al., 32 the forward feature selection method adopted in our paper can eliminate a large portion of features while achieving better results than using all features. It can be observed in Fig. 8 that the weighted accuracy increases initially, peaks at three features, and then decreases as more features were added, indicating that adding features will not contribute additional information but rather "confuse" the classifier. Note that some selected features do not have statistical significance according to their p-values ͑Table I͒, while some features with statistical significance were not selected. The p-value only indicates whether a particular feature has statistically different means for the two classes. Hence it is meaningful to use the p-value to examine the effectiveness of a particular feature for single-feature classifiers. For classifiers using multiple features, one should select features so that their joint distributions for different classes have the least overlap in the feature space.
With the proposed two-stage classifier using the threefeature subset in the second stage, the proportion of pronetreated patients that would have required a second supine CT scan was 16.3/ 170Ϸ 9.6% ͑see Table III͒. Percentagewise, the second stage did not improve the overall sensitivity and specificity from the first stage by a large amount. This is because the number of patients that remained for classification by the second stage was 49/198 or 24.7% of the total patients and the classification of the subset of patients in the second stage is naturally a harder problem. However, as shown in Table III , 4.7 ͑or 22.4%͒ of the 21 prone-treated patients were correctly classified by the SVM and avoided the additional cost and radiation risk associated with the second CT scan in the supine position. As shown in Fig. 9͑a͒ , the second stage classification using a single feature suffered a very low ͑almost 0͒ sensitivity in order to achieve a high specificity. In comparison, the use of the identified threefeature subset has a much higher ͑22.6%͒ sensitivity with almost the same specificity.
In conclusion, this study demonstrated a first attempt at using a feature-based classifier to predict the preferred treatment position using geometric image features computed from prone CT scans. Accuracy might improve further by exploring additional features and by fine tuning the parameters used in the SVM. However, perfect prediction is difficult since the preferred treatment position is not only determined by the anatomic features but by the plasticity of deformation and displacement of organs between the two positions, which are difficult to predict. 
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